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A farm garden in Britain – early beans
Bamboo Pea Trellis • 12' long x 7' tall

- Materials:
  - 14 bamboo poles • 7/8" diameter x 8' tall
  - 10 bamboo poles • 1/2" diameter x 6' tall
  - Zip ties • 8" long; lateral poles 3/16" - 1/2"

- Space 8' poles approx 2' apart, using 6 per side, one on each end. Will straddle the row.
- Put 6' poles between each tall pole on sides.
- Primary lateral - attach to each 'joint' with zip tie and tighten when all are in place.
- Weave 3/16" diameter laterals as needed - zip ties
This is a fast-growing Asian cucumber cultivar called 'Suyo Long'.

It has a prickly surface - but tastes better than the smooth Asian cucumber in our opinion.

We were harvesting fruit by late August.
Thank you!!